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Meet Sharon


This is your go-to place for easy, no-fuss party recipes. After hosting countless get-togethers and teaching myself to make cocktails at home, I'm sharing my secrets for how to mix drinks with ease (no bartender skills or fancy tools needed!). Plus learn my stress-free party shortcuts and favorite crowd-pleasing recipes. Email me at sh****@cu****************.com




About Sharon









Posts about wine, liquor and/or cocktail recipes are expressly for people 21 years of age and older. Drink responsibly.
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Dried Beef Roll Ups Recipe
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Dried Beef Cheese Ball Recipe For Your Next Party
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Easy Beer Cheese Dip Recipe
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Easiest Ever Football Sugar Cookies for Non-Decorators
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The Best Quick and Easy Cool Whip Frosting Recipe
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Best Strawberry Angel Food Cake Dessert Recipe (4 Ingredients)
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Easy 2-Ingredient Soda Cake Recipe
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Dried Beef Cheese Ball Recipe For Your Next Party
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Refreshing Tequila Gimlet Recipe
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Refreshing Tequila Gimlet Recipe
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Sugar Topped Oatmeal Brûlée Recipe
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Sugar Topped Oatmeal Brûlée Recipe
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Affiliate Link Disclosure


Cupcakes and Cutlery is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliated sites. Read my full disclosure policy.


This site generates income via ads.
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Grab your Free copy
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